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Study Medicine in 
UKRAINE

Established in 1841

GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP

PORTUGALITALYFRANCE GERMANY

�e university enjoys global partnership with many eminent educational 
centers of the world which readily provides it with valuable assistance in �eld 
of academics, research, student exchange programs, conference and clinical 
workshop. every year the university receives a substantial number of visitor 
who are academicians, students or re-search. some of the partnership are

�e student of NMU can choose either to live in the university dorm or rent an 
apartment in the city under knowledge of the university. the price of living in the 
living in an apartment may di�er substantially given that the letter is charged 
privately by the owner and not mediated upon by the university, but the student
can always ask for assistance at the student consultation desk at the university.

�e university owns 7 dormitories within the city of Kiev both for undergraduate 
and graduate student. each of these dorm is equipped with fully furnished kitchen 
for the student to use along with study hall and wi-� internet connectivity.

Kiev is the capital city of Ukraine, bisected by the Dnieper River and known for its 
religious architecture, secular monuments and history museums. �e 11th-centu-
ry Kiev Pechersk Lavra is a monastery and pilgrimage site encompassing several 
gold-domed churches. It's known for its catacombs lined with the burial chambers 
of Orthodox monks, and a collection of gold objects from ancient Scythian times.

Global Outreach Program

Accommodation

Life at Kiev, Ukraine

it is only imperative that living in Kiev is an experience of a lifetime. �is vibrant 
city with all its majestic glory and historic enigma also portrays a true cosmopoli-
tan nature which provides our student with all the amenities one might need. �e 
city is studded with libraries, art galleries, museums, theater halls, philharmonics 
and cultural houses to name a few. To retain the old age European saga , the city is 
specked with bistros, café and pub which even though are modern to the core yet 
retains the eliteness of its past and of the city. To provide a recluse to the eyes, the 
city is touched with greenery by its numerous public parks and orchards that 
provide safe haven for students to mingle and attune with nature. For the 
adventure seekers, this city has no shortage of nightlife activities for the young 
hearts to pursue.



out of  200 Universities of Ukraine according  
UNESCO ranking project “TOP-200 UKRAINE”

in Higher educational institutions of the III-IV levels 
of accrediation in the �eld “Health Care” in Ukraine.TOP TOP

�e �rst and only medical university in Ukraine 
which received such high overall assessment.

�e courses are highly streamlined and recommended for meritorious students 
aspiring to be future healthcare specialists, especially the undergraduate medical 
course and world renowned undergraduate dental faculty. �e highly �exible 
programs and course patterns ensure maximum e�ciency and e�ective learning 
for the students as future healthcare professional.

NMU ensures that students studying here are mentored to recognize their own 
potential and talents to the maximum extent by encouraging critical thinking and 
independent learning. �e university focuses upon the idea of cognitive learning 
and therefore implements both Lecture Based Learning (LBL) and Problem Based 
Learning (PBL). Our highly specialized and dedicated faculty members make sure 
that no one is le� out in the journey of learning and provides an all round of 
support to everyone who is in need for special attention.

�e medical faculty at NMU boasts of one of the most sought a�er course in the 
country and in the continent of Europe. �e medical school is equipped with 
state-of the art teaching devices in each of the 10 lecture auditoriums within the 
university premises and worldclass laboratories providing students with the 
necessary technological and clinical know how. �e medical school is a conglom-
erate of 12 faculties, presiding over 7 institutions and 137 super speciality medical 
centers spread all over Kiev, 78 departments and 30 sub divisional departments.

�e school employs 1,200 scientists and teachers; among them 137 are professors, 
188 associate professors, 341 assistant professors and 719 lecturers. Apart from 
them, over 200 academicians and corresponding members of higher education 

Bogomolets National Medical University Established in 1841 is one of the 
Institutes with excellence. �e School is named a�er physiologist alexander A. 
Bogomolets, O.O. Bogomolets National Medical University, Kiev is hailed as one 
of the best Medical Institutions not only in Ukraine but also in Europe situated in 
the heart of the cosmopolitan city of Kiev, �is institute has been the designation 
of choice for thousands of students from all over world.

Students from over 65 countries came here to study medicine. �is institution of 
excellence enjoys a world class reputation as a premium centre of learning 
graduates from this university are to be found in every 4 countries working as 
highly successful medical professionals ranging from surgeons, intesivists, general 
practitioner & clinical researchers keeping of for with latest medical innovations 
all around the world. �is university provides its laureates & students 
state-of-the-art research facilities & equipments. Extraordinary medical feats are 
performed by its distinguished alumni at highly specialized   a�liated medical 
centres all over Kiev and across Ukraine.

board of Ukraine, honorary Readers and professor emeritus adorn the academ-
ic positions of this university. �e student body of the medical school alone ins 
13,000 students strong, consisting of both native Ukrainian students and 
foreign students hailed from all the corners of the world.

�e degree awarded to medical students at the end of their 6 years 
of training is M.D. (Doctor of Medicine, in accordance to WHO 
and Avicenna Directory) and it makes them eligible to practice in any 
country in the world a�er appearing and successfully passing their respective 
medical licensing examinations.

Undergraduate Medical Faculty

�e university is proud to reveal that every one of four countries in the world 
has medical graduates from this institution of excellence as a �ourshing 
medical practitioner. �is has been made possible by the sheer superior quality 
of education imparted at this institution and rigorous training courses to 
season the students with the grueling world of clinical practice. 

�e students are encouraged and motivated to think independently and 
creatively. �e education is not only textbook oriented as taught in the practical 
classes and in the auditoriums, but also real-life, clinical oriented problem 
based learning.

Recognised by Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine 
Approved by Ministry of Health of Ukraine.
Enlisted in following organisations 

Medical Council of India (MCI)

World Health Organization (WHO)

International Medical Education Directory (IMED) 

United Nations Educational, Scienti�c and Cultural organization (UNESCO)

Medical School with 4 faculties of
General Medical  | Pediatrics | Preventives Care  | Surgery

School of Dentistry
School of Pharmacy
School of Military Medicine
School of Medical Psychology
School for Postgraduate Training And Residency
School for Postgraduate Training in Preventive Medicine

0.0 BOGOMOLETS NATIONAL MEDICAL UNIVERSITY
Students can choose from a wide variety of 10 full time courses which are


